
GOOD THESIS STATEMENT COMPARE CONTRAST PAPER

Without a strong thesis, an essay will be weak and will not convey an effective main ideaThe In a compare and contrast
essay, you can develop either an explanatory or evaluative Here are some examples of explanatory thesis statements.

What kinds of governments were there? What, if anything, are they known for? Prompt: Pick a book that has
been made into a movie. For writing: what plot, characterization, setting, theme, tone, and type of narration are
used? It also includes what the author wants the reader to understand about the topic he or she has chosen to
write about. One by one This comparison method is used for smaller essays, as it first describes the first
object, and them moves to the other one. Possible approaches to comparison Your approaches to comparison
will mostly depend on the objects you are contrasting. How old are they? Prompt: Who would win in a fight:
Batman or Superman? Stare out the window. After all, who would compare lions and zebras? An analysis is
the end result of analyzing. Brainstorm, outline, draft. Method 1: Subject by subject This method is almost like
writing two smaller essays in one. An argument. Prompt: Choose two academic majors that interest you. This
prompt requires an evaluative thesis. Develop an explanatory thesis. In college, you will no doubt have many
assignments of both types, whether you are comparing two theories, two processes, or two characters. What
am I trying to say about that topic? Knowing how to craft effective thesis statements for both situations is
critical in both college and a career. It is asking you to make a comparison and choose between the two
options. A possible thesis could be: While both running and walking offer undeniable health benefits, a
walking regimen is more appropriate for a sixty-year-old patient who is returning to exercising after a
relatively sedentary life. Let the ideas start flowing in, and think about what you might have to say about them.
They also have some differences. What type of thesis does this prompt require? Why is this important to me or
my reader?. What stands out most about each of them? Who uses or defends them? Evaluative Thesis
Statements An evaluative thesisA statement that presents an opinion about the topic. What kinds of
relationships did they have? You may find our handout Constructing Thesis Statements useful at this stage.
Remember, your professor expects you to contrast and compare with a purpose. Analyze the similarities and
differences between transcultural nursing and traditional nursing, and explain which will likely have greater
career opportunity in your area over the next decade. Why are you comparing the two in the first place? So
what? How broad is their scope? Outline Really?


